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Call Me Maybe 
48 Count, 4 Wall, Intermediate 

Choreographer: Rebecca Sweet-Sansom (July 2012) 
Choreographed to: Call Me Maybe by Carly Rae Jepsen,  

CD Single 

 
Intro: 8 
 
1 WALK, WALK, ROCK RIGHT, ROCK BEHIND, REPEAT 
1-2-3&4& Step right forward, step left forward, rock right side, recover to left, rock right back, recover to left 
5-6-7&8& Repeat counts 1-4 
 
2 CROSSING RIGHT OVER, WEAVE LEFT ¼ TURN SHUFFLE FORWARD, ROCK BACK, 
 SHUFFLE BACK 
1-2-3&4& Cross right over left, step left side, cross right behind left, step left side,  
 turn ¼ left and step right forward, step left together 
5-6-7&8 Step right forward, rock left back, step right back, step left together, step back right (9:00 wall) 
 
3 TURN ¼ RIGHT ON TOES, TURN ¼ RIGHT AND DOWN, LEFT ROCK CROSS;  
 TURN ¼ RIGHT ON TOES, TURN ¼ RIGHT AND DOWN, RIGHT CROSS SHUFFLE 
1-2-3&4 Rise up on toes while doing turn ¼ right (count 1), ¼ turn on toes to right and drop to heels  
 (with weight on right on count 2), rock left side, replace right, cross left over right (3:00 wall) 
5-6-7&8 Rise up on toes while doing turn ¼ right, ¼ turn on toes to right and drop to heels (weight on left), 
 cross right over left, step left side, cross right over left (9:00 wall) 
 
4 LEFT ROCK SIDE & CROSS, TURN ½ LEFT, RIGHT ROCK ACROSS, TURN ¼ RIGHT AND 
 FULL TRIPLE TURN, (OR SHUFFLE FORWARD) 
1&2-3-4 Rock left side, recover to right, cross left over right, turn ¼ left and step back right,  
 turn ¼ left and step left side (3:00 wall) 
5-6-7&8 Cross right over left, recover to left, turn ¼ right and step forward right, turn ½ right and step back 
 left, turn ½ right and step forward right  
 (or step forward right, step left together, step forward right for counts 7&8), (6:00 wall) 
 
5 WALK, WALK, OUT, OUT, IN, IN & SL FORWARD, REPEAT 
1-2-3&4& Step left forward, step right forward, step left forward and slightly to left diagonal,  
 step forward right and slightly to right diagonal, step left back and to middle,  
 step right back and to middle but slightly forward of left 
5-6-7&8& Repeat counts 33-36 
 
6 STEP LEFT FORWARD, turn ¼ right, CROSS SHUFFLE, 4 PADDLE TURNS TO DIAGONALS 
1-2-3&4 Step left forward and turn ¼ right moving weight to right, cross left over right, step right side,  
 cross left over right (9:00 wall) 
5&6&7&8& Turn 1/8 left and rock right out to diagonal and recover to left, turn ¼ left and rock right to diagonal 
 and recover to left, turn ¼ left and rock right to diagonal and recover to left, turn ¼ left and rock 
 right to diagonal and recover to left while turn 1/8 left to straighten up (to 9:00 wall) 
 
TAG: Wall 3, after count 16 
1-8 Turn ¼ right on toes, turn ¼ right and down (weight on right), walk left, right, turn ¼ left on toes, 
 turn ¼ left and down (weight on right), left coaster step. Return to start of dance 
 
ENDING: Wall 9 (12:00 wall) dance counts 1-4 (up to rock right back, recover left) and add paddle turns  
 to 4 diagonals and bring right together at 12:00 wall 
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